
Notes of Meeting of Community Council Reps to discuss proposed consultation 
by NHS Lothian with local communities over plans for AAH site 

Held at 11/6 Arden Street 
7.30 pm Monday 28th November 2016 

 
Present:   Alastair Philp (AP) Marchmont and Sciennes CC (MSCC) 
                 Jo Scott (JS) Southside CC (SCC) 
                 Tony Harris (TH) Grange Prestonfield CC (GPCC) 
                 Sue Tritton (ST) Grange Prestonfield CC and Grange Association (GA) 
                 Goff Cantley (GC) Morningside CC (MorCC) 
                 Robin Morris (RM) Merchiston CC (MerCC) 
                  
Introduction: This was an informal meeting called to discuss actions the various CCs might take 
before the formal Consultation promised by NHS Lothian starts in Spring 2017. It followed on from 
the meeting with NHS Lothian on October 31st 2017.   
 
Groups involved and/or interested in the future of the AAH site: The site lies within the 
boundaries of MSCC who should therefore lead any public meetings etc. MSCC would also be the 
statutory consultee when any planning application is submitted. MorCC, MerCC and GPCC all have 
boundaries adjacent to the Astley Ainslie grounds and many of their residents use the grounds as a 
relatively quiet route to other places in the area. The AAH grounds are included in the Grange 
Conservation area. MSCC is also working with NHS Lothian over the future of the Sick Kids 
Hospital site also in their area.  
 
Future of the AAH Site: All the neighbouring CCs have been involved with meetings with NHS 
Lothian since 2011 when firm plans for redeveloping the REH site were first announced by NHS 
Lothian. (Notes of these meetings possibly to be available on a website? – see below) These plans 
included the transfer of all services currently at the AAH to the REH – possibly by 2019. In 2016 it 
became clear that the NHS was starting to work on plans for the eventual sale of the AAH site.  
 
Documents – statutory and advisory:   
Development Brief for the AAH site:  A brief was drawn up in 2002 by the City Council to advise 
any possible purchasers of the site. Over the past few years various approaches have been made by 
the CCs to CEC asking for the Brief to be updated. CEC has responded saying that this 2002 version 
is still accurate.  
Grange Conservation Area Character Appraisal (CACA): The CACA for the Grange was 
updated in 2014 and this will form planning guidance for any development on the site. 
Local Development Plan: The current plan was adopted by CEC on 24 November 2016. Included in 
this are protected access routes through the site. Formal “rights of way” have recently been accepted 
and will have to be respected in any proposals for the site. 
 
AAH Site: As the site is within a Conservation area all existing buildings would need a planning 
application for any changes. Similarly, all trees would need specific permission to be cut down. 
There are other constraints on parts of the site such as burial grounds, archaeological remains etc.  
The site is also used by many people for recreation and the open area is much appreciated.  
 
 
 
 



Consultations with the Community etc.: NHS Lothian proposes a lengthy consultation period in 
order for a “masterplan” for the site to be produced before marketing the site for sale around 2019. It 
is not yet decided whether the site will be sold as a whole or in parcels. NHS Lothian has promised 
to keep the various CCs informed about any public events. The Community needs to decide whether 
to hold separate events or only to join in when the NHS arranges them.  
 
 
Actions agreed:  

							Publicity: The next Grange Association newsletter will be printed in early January. ST to write an  
article – text to be agreed with AP. This should include asking for people to volunteer to be involved 
in an “Action group” to lead the community views on what development is acceptable. This article 
could be adapted for use on the MSCC (and others?) websites.  
Listed buildings on site: Tony to circulate information about which individual buildings are listed. 
Trees on site: Although within a Conservation Area it was thought important that trees should be 
identified as being of special interest etc. The 2002 Development Brief says all trees on the site (with 
the exception of the conifers in the south) are covered by a Tree Preservation Order. The Grange 
CACA says all trees within the AAH grounds are designated “heritage trees”. Sue to ask Peter 
Pitkin, the new tree specialist in the GA, to check and identify trees which are particularly important 
– help may be required for this. 
Documents: The 2002 Development Brief, Grange CACA etc. to be circulated or weblinks 
provided.  
Link with CEC Planning: We would like the name of a Planning Officer to liaise with over any 
discussions and plans for the AAH – Sue to ask David Leslie or John Bury for a contact. 
Links with NHS Lothian: Sue to write to Andrew Milne (NHS Lothian) to remind the NHS about 
their promise to keep us informed and to meet in March prior to any consultation. The CCs confirm 
that they wish to work collectively with the NHS to co-design the community engagement process.   

      This might include a joint website where both the NHS and the Community Councils could advertise    
meetings, where relevant documents (such as the 2002 Brief) would be available and possibly where 
public comments could be made.  There could be a series of public meetings (with the NHS and CCs 
as co-hosts) to inform and consult the public as the process of developing a masterplan progresses.  
This letter to be circulated for comments before sending. 
Links with local organisations etc. Alastair to link with school councils (St Peters, James Gillespies 
High and Primary). Other groups to consider involving would be Friends of the Astley Ainslie, 
Churches, Care Homes etc.   
 

 


